


From the vibrant streets of Vancouver, Sean

Kingsley stands not just as an expert in

mineral exploration and development but as

a proud fourth-generation Chinese-

Canadian, deeply rooted in a family legacy

of resilience, determination, and community-

building. Descending from Rev. Chan Yu Tan,

who provided spiritual guidance to Chinese

laborers in the railway and gold mines in the

late 1800s, Sean has passionately

championed the mining sector for over 16

years. He consistently emphasizes the

pivotal role of metals and minerals in our

everyday lives.

Serving as the CEO of Gold Hunter

Resources (CSE: HUNT) 

and having leadership stints in numerous

mining entities, Sean's acumen spans corporate

communications, global capital ventures, and

investor relations. His contributions to the

Association for Mineral Exploration (AME) and

the Centre of Training Excellence in Mining

Council are testament to his unwavering

commitment to British Columbia's mineral

exploration community.

In 2013, Sean brought to life the "Mining 4 Beer"

networking event in Vancouver, an initiative he

continues to host. This monthly assembly draws

up to 150 industry professionals, illustrating his

unmatched ability to foster community

connections and share industry insights.
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Beyond the realm of mining, Sean's

collaborative spirit and innovative flair were

distinctly evident during the pandemic.

Under his leadership, his Church underwent

a transformative digital evolution, adopting

state-of-the-art online platforms that

brought together a global congregation in

their spiritual journey. In addition, Sean

generously offers his time and expertise to

the Vancouver Club, one of the city's most

venerable private institutions.

As a leader in resource-focused companies,

initiator of pivotal industry events, and

digital transformation pioneer, Sean

Kingsley is more than an industry stalwart.

He is a beacon that illuminates the

invaluable contributions of the mining sector

to modern society, all while exemplifying the

essence of community and rich cultural

heritage.
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Known for its abundant mineral

deposits, especially copper, zinc,

gold, and asbestos

Since the 1870s, mining on the

Baie Verte Peninsula has played a

vital economic

role in Newfoundland.

The peninsula hosts active mining

and exploration projects, with its

abundant geological potential

attracting investment.
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17,000 hectares in Newfoundland &
Major Mining Hub

Paved highways, access
roads, on-site power

Infrastructure

Backed by government and
community

Support

Adjacent to Ming Mine
Proximity

Ming Mine bought for $65M
AUD in August 2023

Value

Positioned between two
active mine mills

Neighbourhood:

Location

www.goldhunterresources.com



Neighboring a 40,000m drill
campaign

Encircling the Ming Mine
Location

High-grade copper & amp
and gold throughout

Quality

Copper between 3-30%
&amp; up to 26 g/t gold

Surface Grades

Untested high-grade
mineral occurrences with
vast potential for additional
discoveries

Outlook

4 past-producing areas,
including Ming West and
Rambler Main Mine

History

Expansion

www.goldhunterresources.com
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Gold Hunter is at the vanguard of mineral exploration in Newfoundland.
They control an expansive 17,000-hectare project that nearly envelopes
the Ming Mine, a site recently acquired by AuTECO Minerals for a notable
$65M AUD in September 2023. Following the acquisition, AuTECO
promptly announced a rigorous 40,000-metre drilling program adjacent
to Gold Hunter's holdings. Within Gold Hunter’s project boundaries lie four
sites with a history of operation, manifesting significant mineral activity
throughout. Highlights include surface copper grades that vary between 3-
30% and historic drilling results showcasing up to 28m at 9 g/t equivalent
gold. Gold Hunter's pioneering efforts led them to be the first to
amalgamate a majority of the mining territories within the Baie Verte
Peninsula. 
For discerning investors, 'HUNT' stands as a beacon of opportunity and
potential, deserving prime placement on investment radars.
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